Problem of the week 2: Place Value and Base Ten

What comes after 100? 101, 102, 103... 109, 200!!
We often use hundreds charts to help children understand place value, but these generally stop at 100. Many students think that after 100 the numbers are counted: 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 200. In this problem we try to help students understand that there are another whole hundred numbers between 100 and 200.

Start off by placing a hundreds MAB block on a centimetre grid. Trace around it, then add one more block and count 101. Write 101 on the square. Continue adding one block at a time until the whole row is completed. Ask students which block this row could be swapped for (a ten block), and then tell them that the name of this number is 110. Ask students why that would be the name of the number – try to have them make the connections with the blocks.

Repeat, row by row until you get to 200. Ask students if there is one block that all those tens could be swapped for. Ask them to guess what the name of that number would be.

What do you think the place bigger than the thousands would be?
What would it look like if it was one solid block?

Most students think that the next place on from thousands is Millions, and struggle for a long time to work out that it is actually ten thousands. They have little conception of how big one million really is, and with the introduction of much larger numbers in ACARA it is very important that we build this understanding early in the year.

Try asking your class how many thousands cubes you would need to build the next number. This will give you a good understanding of whether or not they understand base ten. Then actually build it together! I like stacking the thousands cubes up so that they wobble.

Count in thousands as you stack them: one thousand, two thousand, three thousand, four thousand... Pause and ask the students how tall they think the stack will be. Try not to laugh. I’ve never yet had a class answer “one metre” without prompting! Mostly the answers stretch from between two metres and “through the roof, miss”. Help them to think through the size of one MAB, and then a height of a one thousand cube and then think about having ten of those put together.

Think about extending this problem to 100 000 or 1 000 000 depending on your students. Once you have worked out how big a number is, the next job is to think about how many thousands, hundreds, tens and ones would be needed to make it.